1741: The publicity claimed that
Garrick had “never before
appeared on any stage”, but the
truth is different. Garrick came to
London 4 years ago, working in
the daytimes as a wine merchant,
and in the evenings as an amateur
actor and writer. His play, “Lethe,
or Aesop in the Shades” was
performed last year at Drury Lane.
Recently he decided to give up his
job and become a professional
actor. He played small parts at
Goodman’s Fields, and toured
with that company to Ipswich,
performing under the name of
“Lyddal”.
On his return to
London he auditioned for both
Drury Lane and Covent Garden,
and both turned him down - a fact
they must now be bitterly
regretting! Back at Goodman’s
Fields, Henry Giffard had the idea
of promoting his new actor as a
complete unknown. So
overwhelming is David Garrick’s
success that everyone will
overlook this little deception
which launched his career.

1741, 19th October: Henry Giffard has a
sensational success on his hands at
Goodman’s Fields Theatre. The play is
“Richard III”, and his leading man is
advertised as “ a gentleman who has never
appeared on any stage”. Audiences were
drawn by curiosity and a possible desire
to jeer at at an attempt to foist off a raw
amateur on sophisticated London
playgoers.
They stayed to cheer a
remarkable event - a single performance
which has overnight revolutionised the art
of acting, abandoning the old
heavyweight histrionics for something
more subtle and even more powerful.
Audiences and critics alike acclaimed this
new young star, who was later named as
David Garrick.
The strength of his
performance has disturbed traditional
actors like leading man, James Quin, who
has observed “If this young man be right,
then we have all been wrong”.
Garrick’s “Richard III” has run for an
unprecedented 150 performances at
Goodman’s Fields - and his salary has risen to an unheard of £2 per performance. No theatre
has ever seen anything like the demand for tickets and, for the first time in anyone’s
knowledge, a “black market” in tickets has grown up - with apprentices queuing for hours to
obtain tickets and then selling them at a higher price to would be patrons. This 24 year old
newcomer has suddenly become the most acclaimed actor in the history of theatre.

1741 : Charles Macklin, the 40
year old actor better known for his
ill-temper and violent behaviour
than his acting, has had a great
success with his Shylock at Drury
Lane. Playing the role as a tragic
rather than a comic figure is very
much in tune with the new style of
acting associated with David
Garrick. Macklin is now being
spoken of as the only actor who
can hold a candle to Garrick.

1742: All London is gossiping about the scandalous private life of the Theatre’s star
performers: David Garrick, who has been snapped up by Drury Lane and is the country’s most
successful actor; Charles Macklin, whose revolutionary Shylock has made him a top
attraction; and Peg Woffington, the rags-to-riches Irish beauty who is London’s favourite
actress. It appears all three are living together in a” menage a trois” at 6, Bow Street, Covent
Garden. It is said that the two men take it turn and turn about to pay the weekly accounts.
Gossip mongers are having a field day in deciding how Peg Woffington fits into these sharing
arrangements.

1741: New theatres opened last
year in Bath, Birmingham,
Liverpool and in Islington,
London.
This present year has seen new
theatres open in Dublin and Hull.
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1742: Garrick’s success at
Goodman’s Fields meant empty
houses at Drury Lane and Covent
Garden all winter. The rival
theatres have forced the Lord
Chamberlain to close Goodman’s
Fields on licensing grounds.

1741: James Quin,
(pictured left in the
role of Coriolanus) is
part of the old
tradition of acting
which has suddenly
become very outdated by the new
ideas and style of
David Garrick.
Quin has been a
leading exponent of
th e
fashion
of
declamatory verse
delivery and grand
gestures which has
been the expected
style up to now. It
seems that England’s
acting styles are
about to change.
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